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Diotributed roughness banes of TJc.320 and No.50G ccrborund~~ were 

found to be effective in causing boundary-layer transition if they extend&l 
over the first 5Z and IO,:, reapectiveigr of the local chord. Use of larger 
gr;in sizes, or increases in the band width for a given grain size resulted 
in a &rag penalty, iiith very large particle sizes (about 0.010 i,i.), this 
drag pena1t.y could be reiiuced by rec'ucing the spacing betvteen the particles. 
The drag penalty was conc;tant over the test kch nu;libzr range (0.80 to 1.1~) 
and decreased slowly with incidence. 'The wing lift snli pitching Element 
were cniy slightly n;odified by the presence of any of the xughness ban& 
tested, but this result biould not of course necessarily appl- to wings of 
other pianforiixs or section shapes. The test ~‘ieync ids nlliilb er Xas ‘a,tJ Out 

2.7 c;illion. 

In the Appendix, the structure of the rou.&ness band; is discussed, 
LS w&L as the details of the roaterials used and the techniques uSed to 
apply the band. 

Published with permission of the Director, National Physical Labcratory. 





An invcstigatian at transonic s2ceds cf the 
pCrfcmlL?nCL: of v3riou3 distriiiut$i roughnces 

bmds wed to c;~:.:.si: brmd2:~y--l~~,r tranr;ition 
near thy lading cdgz ol" 2 crrpr?pt:d C;:ltr, kL'Af-5:ing 

C.J. Berry and J.F.G. T&v~xu~ 

I. Introduction 

Further, therz is little *;mblishi;d infm-~L~lf.tia about the physical 
characteristics of roughness bal;Cls employed r;t pl*esm.t; for exmple the 
particle sp::cing nchievcd :.ad the particle sizt: in r.2:;tion to ti?z bz.sz 
thickness. The nctuziL teclmiqms used in formin& trznsititin bands too zro 
of considerzblz intarest to tlnc tunnel opzatw since :A poorly-forma3 rough- 
ness band ol the correct ;3articlo size EIZ.~ ~~11 be iilcffcctu;LL. 

The present note cttcmpts to tiprove, in so,mt: ~XWXC, the ?rcsmt 
position. Kmults of tests m::dc:: at the IG% on ;L cropFzd deltz. hcLlf-wing 
with s~vur:;l diffmcnt ?!:jtributcc mughn~ss byLnds :SS pr;sentcd md dis- 
cussed. The tests vdk;re dcviscd 32 irily to provide inforw&,im or, tho vsriction 
of zero-lift drag with roughniss-band stcte at trnnsonir, sptzds, but some: lift 
ard pit&jng-momtint l;z~ssurc.,:;:cnts et in::i.r?cncs w,re 2.1Yo IX%?t,. In the Appendix, 
the structure of the present r(,whnGsS benc?s is Sisaussa?., togoth:,;- with the 
practicti :>roblczis that r-lrisc in co,n;tructing Cnd using SUCK bands. 
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The s tram AIach nu;;ibcr (&co ) vms vzrits’? between 0.80 and 4.4 5 at wing 
incidenccsof O*, &", 5” and 6*; this correspond:' ta a Reynolds number rcngo 
(based on ths me:n aerodynamic chord j 0r 2.5~0~ t0 2.8.406. 

ba.l:ance m<asuremtnts wtrc nr,tio for i,ncidel;ce,s up to 440, 
In caddition, 

at stream Xach 
numbers of 0.80 and 1.40. 

Six grades of carbomndyam p:.rticles were used to form -the transition 
bands. It is not ecsy htiwcver to relate the carborundum grade nurqb:bir 
accuratdy to the particle size, 
materkl obtained commercially. 

since wide variations may occur in the 
This matter is discussed further in 

Section 1.4 of the igpendix. The following list gives representative sizes 
in inches; the control sieve opening may regarded as XI approximate measure 
of the mean particle size, but because of the irregular shqi of the cnrborun- 
dum grains it is possible for larger (i.e. 
given grade. 

longer) particles tz exist in a 

The carborundum used in the present tests was not sieved further but 
used in the fol-i-n supplied by the manufacturers. 

Carborundum 
Grade Ilo. 

Control sicvc 
I 

Probable sizti of 
opening 1 largest particle present 

LO 
i 

0. oogg 0. 31-[ 

450 0.0044 I 0.006 

240 0.0026 0.0035 

32c 0.001 p 0.0025 

400 0. GO1 4 IYot kno>m accurately 

500 0.0044 II II It 
I _- 

Xeesurcments of wing drag ct zero inciknci: were tilso made rlith two 
grades of Sallotini, which arc small spherical glass be:&. Thcsc were 
sieved between limiting sieves btifore use, but it St'ZiXs that bcuds outside: 
the theoretical range -JK~C present in the bpnds, due probaily to insuff'icicnt 
sieving time. 

Limiting Eizvc Theoretical 
IJOS Limiting sph,;rc;: dixzeters (in,) 

-I40 - 2oc 0.00l~1 to 0. ocjo 

240 - 300 0.0026 tc> 0.0021 I 

The techniques use? to form the v-rious bnkls, together with informa- 
tion on the possible particle distribution ari: discussed in the ~qpcndix. 

Ccw?.xxundun bands extending over ?>sth the first 5;; ad ID% of the local 
chord were tested for oath grade number, However in t.he case of the Ku, 60 
cerborundu;n, only zem-i~~ drag m~asurc~~~nts w'Jcre mY!e when the band 
width was 5%’ chord. 

The complete rang3 of balance measure!Pnts -;Jcre also ibtaincd for the 
clean wing, transition beinq allc~~ed to cccur nstur%lly and its position 
measured (see below). 



The tests were cnrricd out in January and Pi;b~~ry, 1953. 

3. Boundary-%er Transition F'osition 

3.1. Cltian ‘Ginp - 

The natural tr-asition position vn both sur~zces was determined by 
using hcxachlorethane as a sublimation indicator '. The t,& rage of ldng 
incidence (Co to Ilo) '1~2s covered r-t strewn Mach nur:lbers of 0.80 ad 1.10, 
End t.ypical meiln trzasition positions 3-t 0.45 mnd 0,70 ser.tis~nn art: plotted 
in Figure 2. At zero incidence and Fqo = 0.80, boundary-layer trznsition 
occurred just after 0.6 of the loc,?l chord sLlong m.~; I -t of the span (Pigure 3(a)), 
except close to the root where there is contzaination from the turbulent wall 
boundary layer. When incidence is applied, the upper-surf<:ct-: trasition 
position moves rclpidly forward and roaches -trio l~~G.ng-e~Qr: region ala-g the 
whole semispcn by CL = 40. On the lm?er surf';:ce, the transition position 

reinclins constant (or even moves ruzrwa& slightly) nt CL = lo, but ot larger 
incidences, a fop+ard movement occurs, whic;h &xx~;,-,scs r;!:~kedl.y &OVe U = 4”. 

The results obtained at MC> z 1.10 ari: si.miJ~r. 

Thtd chordwise pressure di.:: trrij)ui;ions on the wing surface ai; t 11~s~ +IJWO 

spanwise stations ‘vver13 known from es::rlier tests, t:nd the position of minimum 
pressure tit 0.7aL semnispx~ is plotted in Figure 2(:x). h leading-edge suction 
pe& rapidly develops on th+ u~q~er sur,fnce nri-th increzz,ing incidence rind this 
prcslulzbly inf'llJences strongly the bcundzry-lr;-ycr trtzkttion, Cn the lUGor 
surface, t,he rrA.rLir~um provsure position IiIOVt:S ~LXVW.~~ with increzing incidence 
iZd the pressure grcdicnts in this region XX small, This trend is in Contrc~ot 
to ishi:t ~OIY the observed transition position, :.& h3nce tr:!asi.tion is felt to 
be mainly influcnzed on thi: lo-her YU~:'~XM by the boundary-layer instability 
Effects ,tihich aris(3 frw~ the swept leading edge, and which promote tr‘ansition 
through the presence of small ins'izbility vortices Lying in the general 
direction of the local flow. These vortices shoiti up faintly c"*s fine striations 
in the resi(1uA. hexachlorethane, ::nd the transition 'front' has a characteristic 
ragged appez33nce (Fi,-ure T(b)). The instability vortices and thtz for~vard 

movaznt of transition wit;1 incidence on both aurf,-,ces have been observed 
bcfore.2,9'. 

The effectiveness of the vLarious roughnos~ bands in promoting boundary- 
layer transition WLS checked by using 2 similar sublimc.tion method at Xz.ch 
numbers of 0.60 nnd 7..90. Past of' each b::nd nc?s the middle of the semisp%~ 
was removed in thzsc tests hoaever, in order to provide some 1rtin::r flop on 
the win1;. In this way th i: interprektion of the hexachlorethane pettern is 
made more czrtzin. .& zero incidence, boundary-layer trnsition occ-urred at 
the roughness bund for all states and mcturi:!ls at both test Mach nwnbers, 
the only exceptions king the Xc. 400 :md lb. 500 grades oi? carborundum Of 

5 $, chord extent, wht:n smLall regions of laminar flo-\D were present behind the 
band at tlzc lowa incidonces. iG..&zzre 3(c) shotis the sublimation 2atti:rn 
for the 500/57< bend lit a = O" ati M,, = 0.60. Tl7.c flow 'VP-S completely 
turbulent when ths ba:d width VES increaed to IO:,, 1ocA chord. By compmison 
the laninar flow patches were reduced in size for the 400/5$ bmd, a-d apperr- 
cd only 

7 
ear the wing tip, but the band was still considered to bs unsntis- 

factory. Increasing the test Mach number 1a.d little effect on the su3limation 
pattern in both thcsc czsc;. 

/CThc condition of no Lnm51~z.r f'l.ow to the rc~ of tne band may well 
bc too sevE;rc in many crises, but from the practical point of view it is 
a convenient one to alopt. 
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For all other band states, transition took place at the band for 
moderate incidences (as in Figure 3(d)). In some cases at incidences above 
8O, the sublimation patterns suggested that the transiticn front near the 
tip was further rearward on the lower surface. The effect was not consistent 
however and may wall be due to the difficulty of interpreting the rather 
unsatisfactory hexachlorethane patterns which are produced in these conditions, 

In summary then, it was concluded that to provoke boundary-layer 
transition in a satisfactory manner on the prcscnt wing at the test conditions, 
the minimum grade of carborundum required for a lC$ chord band was No. 500, 
and for a 5$ band, No. 320. 

Methods of estimating the minimum grain size necessary to produce immediate 
transition are given in References 7 and 8. The variation of the critical 
roughness height with chordwise position was calculated by the method of 
Braslow snd Knox7 and results for positions at 0.15 and 0.9 semispan of the 
cropped delta planform are shown in igure 4. In this method, the critical 
height is se1 ed so that a roughness Reynolds number (Rk) based on this 
height and the velocity and kinematic viscosity at the top of the particle 
reaches a certain value, (600 in the present case). For comparison, similar 
results using the free -stream velocity and kinematic viscosity have been 
included on Figure 4. The changes in critical gram height caused by this 
simplifying assumption are very small. In addition, the predicted spanwise 
variation in roughness height is not large. 

Near the wing loading edge the estimated critical grain height is 
comparable with the thickness of the boundary layer and it is no longer 
permissible to assume that R 

t: 
is unaffected by the flow conditions, The 

estimates therefore cease to e valid. The chordwise position at which the 
critical grain height is equal to 0.9 of the boundary-layer thickness is shown 
on each of the curves in Figure 4. 

The smallest particle sizes which were found experimentally to cause 
transition in the present tests are also shown in Fig.4. (The relation 
between the mean particle size and the control sieve size is discussed in 
the Appendix). The Carborundum particle size, (No,320 grade) which just 
produced transition when applied between the leading edge and % chord, was 
in fair agreement with the predicted grain size for the $ chordwise position 
but the particle size required when a I@ band was used was much smaller than 
that predicted for a position at lC$ chord. The decrease in critical grain 
size with increasing chordwise extent of the roughness band found e,xperimentally 
in the present tests seems to be more in accordance with mind-tunnel experience 
than the opposite trend predicted by Reference 7. However the concept of a 
critical and constant roughness Reynolds number inherent in Braslow and Knox' 
method is based largely on tests in which the grains were widely spaced and 
the predictions obtained may correspond more to the critical sizes for single 
roughness grains. 

4. Balance Results 

In order to facilitate comparison, some of the balance results for 
CD, CL and CM are listed in Tables I, II and III respectively. 

4.1. Drag at a = 00 

The measured values of the drag coefficient at zero incidence (CDo)..are 
listed for the carborundum bands in Table I(a), and are also plotted in 
Figures 5(a) and (6). The presence of a roughness band naturally increases 
the value of CD obtained when natural transition was allowed to take place, 
but there is sti.21 an appreciable variation in CD 
band is altered. 

as the type of roughness 

a No. 150 band, 
For a given band width, the highest value of CD occurs with 

and the lowest with 3 No. 500 band, the change in Gag coefficien-1; 
between these two states being about 0.0015 over the complete Mach number range. 
With one exception the wing drag increases with grain size; the exception is that 

the/ 
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the No. 60 band is associated with a lower drag than the No. 150 band despite 
the nearly three-fold increase in particle size* The No. 60 size particles, 
however, wcrc more scattered than the No. 150, but were equally effective in 
causing transition. 

It is concluded therefore that for the I@% chord bands, the excess drag 
coefficient above that for the No. 500 grain size is associated with the use 
of oversize particles in the band, This drag penalty is sometimes called 
'roughness drag'. The variation of the drag coefficient increase from the 
transition-free state with mean pb- q-ticlc size is shoEn in Figure 6 for both 
band widths at M 
increment in CD,' 

= OF80, before shock waves occur in the flow. The minimum 
due to a satisfactory distribution of roughness is 0.0029; 

this occurs with the 320/5$ b and and hence drag increases above this value may 
also be attributed to 'roughness'. For bands of the same type (Nos. 500 to 
150) there is a prcgressive increase in roughness drag with grain size, and 
also an increment due to extending the band width from 5% to I& chord. Both 
these effects seem to be independent of stream Mach number. (See for example 
Tables I(a) and (b)), 

The increases in drag coefficient which results from the use of either a 
32O/$ band or a 500/l& band at X0 = 0,80 (0.0029 and 0.0031 respectively) 
are in close agreement with an estimate which assumes that the transition 
changes from 0~64 to 0,05 of the local chord when a roughness band is present. 
The theoretical two-dimensional results given in Reference 12 were used in 
this estimate, allowance being made for the spanwise variation in local Reynolds 
number, the root boundary-layer contamination, and the effect of wing sweep. It 
was further assumed that the calculated drag change is unaffected by 
compressibility13. 

Figure 6 also illustrates the advantage of increasing the particle spacing 
in the band with the grain size since the roughness drag associated 
with the large but comparatively widely spctced No. 60 particles is comparatively 
small. The closer particle distribution in the other roughness bands was 
intended to be similar to one another. 

The drag coefficient change with stream Mach number from the value measured 
at MO = 0.80 (6 CD,) is almost independent of particle size and band width, as 
shown in Figure 7 and Table I(c). This suggests that the roughness band state 
is not influencing the wing wave drag to any significant extent. It is also 
interesting to note that the values of 6 CD for the transition-free condition 
agree well with those where transi-tion was f?xed by a roughness band (see 
Table I(c) also). It is likely therefore that the shock waves which develop at 
zero incidence on the present wing are insufficiently strong to differ markedly 
in their interaction with laminar or turbulent boundary layers, and this is 
consistent with the oil flow patterns for this Mach number range which were 
obtained during some earlier experiments. The onset of wave drag is rarely 
affected by the presence of a roughness band because of the comparatively weak 
shockwaves which are present further back on the model. On some wings, however, 
marked differences in CD 
transition-fixed and -f& 

may occur at higher stream 1G~~ch numbers between the 
cases, due to disparate shock-wave and boundary-layer 

interactions. 

Figure 2 shows that the mean transition position on the wing at zero 
incidence moves from about 0.64 chord at MO = 0.80 to 0.85 chord at &IO = 1.10; 
this should correspond to a drag coefficient decrease of about 0.0007 compared 
with the transition-fixed results. The fact that this change is not apparent 
may be due largely to small changes in the flow to the rear of the shockwave 
for the two types of boundary layer, which counter-balance the reduction in 
surface-friction drag. 

The results obtained using Ballotini instead of Carborundum are similar in 
that the zero-lift drag increase- iJ with particle size and also with the chordwise 
extent of the band (see Table IA and Figure 6). There is however a considerable 
difference between the results with 150 Carborundum and with 140-200 Ballotini, 
the roughness drag being much smaller in the latter case, perhAps due to the 
absence of any excessively large particles. The results obtained with the 240 
Carborundum and the 240-300 Ballotini are almost identical, 

4.2,/ 
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4+2. Effect of Wing incidence at Mu = 0.80 and 1.10 

The wing drag, lift and pitching-moment coefficients at these two Mach 
numbers are listed against incidence for the various model states in Tables I, 
II and III and typical results are plotted in Figures 8(a) to 8(c). The 
roughness bands chosen for these figures were that which gave the highest eero- 
incidence drag (and hence it is assumed, the largest roughness drag) and that 
which was least effective in causing transition at the band position. In the 
latter case the regions of laminar flow are quite small, however. 

The lift and pitching-moment coefficients (Figures 8(a) and (b)) show little 
change with model state, except at the highest incidences where the small 
differences are probably associated with slight changes in the position of a well- 
developed part-span vortex. The vortex grows and moves inboard quite slowly at 
MO = 0.80, but at the higher Mach number, separation, which starts at the tip at 
a = go3 has occurred along most of the leading edge by about 10° incidence; in 
this case the development of the vortex may be different if a roughness band is 
absent. 

The corresponding drag results are shown in Figure 8(c). As might be expected 
the drag coefficient differences between the roughened leading edge tests and the 
transition-free state decrease with incidence due to a reduction of the amount of 
laminar flow in the latter case. The roughness drag, which can be regarded 
approximately as the difference between the two sets of symbols in this Figure is 
little changed by increasing incidence. 

4.3. Effect of stress Mach number at constant incidence 

In addition to the results described in section &.2. the wing drag lift and 
pitching moment were also obtained at incidences of 4O, 5" and 60 for stream Mach 
numbers between 0.80 and 1.15. On the 5O incidence results have been listed 
(Tables I(f), II(c) Land III(c)), but typical results at all three incidences are 
plotted in Figure 9. As before, the values obtained with a free transition positiol? 
are compared with those for the bands giving the largest and smallest zero-incidence 
drags (150/l% and 500/$). 

The variation in wing lift and pitching moment is comparatively small for all 
model states and this suggests that the overall flow changes about the model are 
not influenced greatly by the boundary-layer state. Oil patterns show that with 
roughness bands present, shock-induced boundary layer separation is less significant 
on this planform than on others having a swe t trailing edge, (and hence 
considerable wing area behind the rear shock 
extent of strong outboard shock). 

P or a greater span (and a significant 
Thus different results might well be obtained or 

wings having planforms or sections different from those considered in the present 
text, since changes in wing forces could arise from the influence of the various 
types of roughness band on local boundary-layer thickening and separation. The 
small variations shown in Figures 9(a) and g(b) and the zero-incidence drag results 
discussed earlier should not be regarded as typical of all wings. 

@ost of the lift results fall within a range of CL of 20.005 and moreover 
there is no clear trend with roughness grain size or band width. The resolving 
power of the balance is about ?O.OOl in CL at the loadings being considered, and 
the repeatability for the same nominal flow conditions after removing and replacing 
the model was somewhat below 3.0015 in CL. The measured differences might be 
without aerodynamic significance therefore, in some cases. 

The corresponding drag results are plotted in Figure g(c), and it seems that 
the difference in CD between the transition-free case and when a 150/1~$ band is 
present is relatively unaffected by alterations in free-stream Mach number or 
incidence; a similar result is illustrated in Reference 3. A small reduction in 
the general drag level occurs however if a 320/l@% band is substituted, but little 
further change takes place when this is replaced by a 500/s band. The roughness 
drag of the 150/l % band may therefore be regarded approximately as the difference 
between the broken line and the isolated symbols, and this amounts to about 0.0025 
over most of the test range. This is rather greater than the value obtained at 
zero incidence and shown, for example, in Figure 6. 

5. Concluding Remarks 

The present tests on a cropped delta half-wing have shown that transition 
as indicated by a sublimatien technique, is fixed satisfactorily by either a 
roughness band formed from No. 320 Carborundum extending over the first $ of 

the/ 
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the local chord, or by a No, 500 ccrborundum band covering I& of the chord. 
It is encouraging to note that the grain size for the narrower band is in 
reasonable agreement with that predicted theoretically, and that the observed 
increase in drag is consistent I;;ith the required transition movemnt. A drag 
penalty is associated with both an incre rise in grain size from these values or 
from increasing the band width unnecessarily. The former effect can be 
reduced consideranly for very large grain sizes by increasing the spacing 
between the csrborundum grains. 

The wing lift and pitching moment are largely unaffected by changes in 
the roughness band state but it may b e significant that the wing chosen for 
this test has aerodynamic characteristics which differ little between the 
transition fixed and free states, and a flow in which shock-induced boundary- 
layer separation occurs in only a limited range of conditions. This may well 
be a favourable case in which to study simple roughness band effects, since 
the matter is not complicated by other effects such as the influence of 
overfixing on rear separation or boundary-layer drift. It would be interesting 
to know however how far the present results can be generalised. The major 
effect of the roughness band in the present tests is to increase the zero- 
incidence drag in the transition-free state by a constant amount over the Mach 
number range of the test, the actual magnitude ef the drag increase depending 
on the type and extent of the band. This effect persists at incidence, 
though for a given model state, the drag increment due to the roughness band 
decreases somewhat due to the forward transition movement on both surfaces 
when transition is allowed to occur naturally. 

Though the variation in wing drag for the different types of roughness 
is not large, care must be taken in choosing a suitable grain size and spacing 
if accurate results are required. 

There was no appreciable gain in using Ballotini glass beads instead 
of Carborundum when the grain size was small, but the drag penalty at zer, 
incidence for the larger grain size was reduced compared with carborundum, 
possibly due to the much more uniform particle size obtained with the beads 
and hence the absence of any excessively large grains. 

It was found that the Ballotini tended to erode more rapidly than the 
corresponding grade of Carborundum possibly because the regular particle 
shape causes loss satisfactory adhesion to the base. The erosion can be 
prevented however, as mentioned in section A3 3f the Appendix. 

Except for the bands formed from No. 60 grade Carborundum, it was 
considered that about 0.25 of the band area was actually covcrcd by particles. 
In the case of the No. 60 material, this value was probably nearer 0;1. In 
view of the dependence of roughness drag on particle spacing shown by 
Figure 6 further work is required to determine how closely spacing should be 
controlled. 
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B.1. Twnsition-b2-d mdxxxids 

&I.?. Carborundwn (Silicon Carbide) 

The process by which silicon carbide is manufactured dypends upon 
chemid interaction between the lxin mat~tirils used - sd \siILica) and 
petroleum coke (carbcn) - which t&es plxe at high taperatures. The 
carborundum leaves the furnace in 1~6~ lumps which are crushed and t.hen 
classified into sizes. 

Grits Nos 8 to 220 are produced by bulk sieving through vibrating 
screens of various mesh sixs. Finer grits EWO sized by z T>jet grading 
process based on the rate of settling of the partides Eguinst a measured 
upwaSa flow of water. These g~=la~ range from NOS 24~ t0 700. Neither 
method gives a wry close grading. d smLL1 -scd.c l&ora-tcry test sieve 
xtalysis, for example, of no&xl 120 &mesh cxborundum (prec?orxLnant grain 
size 0,005 in.) slicwed that 53,:: of thnc' materid was in the range 420-150 
mesh, while 95% ranged between loo-470 mesh (0.0035 in. - 0.006 in.). 
Closer grading can be obtained by h~wd sieving using sieves ~-,hich SOD&~ 

(Table ;,I) with the British Stan&xrd b-10 : 'i 943 or the kxrican ~LX'I?~-, ;r -w-39I 
(Eof. 9). The very irregular shape of the Carborundum graks (Figures ~1 to 
-117) prevents a gra&ing being c-bttlincd which is oqud. to t;ln~ t,oler~ances of the 
sieve. Co:nrxricslly sup@xd end grtied carborundum was used to form the 
roughness bands used in the present tests, 

The grain sizes likely to be foxlci in a pi",rti$kr g.wde c?f co;~~erckiL 
crsborundum are ;dso discussed in txo NXX papcrsks>, 

pa-E HI”. Nc)cind. width of aperture of sicvcs 



A.1.2. Other rcughness materials 

Because of their more regular shape some metal pomdors can be used to 
obtain a more closely graded particle size. Bronze and cc?per pclqders arc 
spheres; molybdenum is cubical. The powders arc supplied corm:lercially in 
sizes from 60-600 mesh but in common with all other matoria3.s special 
sieving is required to obtain a close grading of particle size. 

Another material which is available in the required r<ange of sizes 
consists of solid glass beads called Ballotini. These arc produced by a 
shot-to-f?er technique and near-perfect sphcrcs result though sometimes 
twc spheres become at-ta&cd. (Figures A8 Rnd AY). Ballotini is marketed 
by the English Glass Co. Ltd. of Leicester. 

~~1.3. Adhesives 

A good adhesive is required to hold the grains to the highly-finished 
model surface. To obtain a ' 

F effective (about 0.0003 in.) 
orm layer of the minimum thickmss that is 

, the only satisfactory method of application 
is by spraying. d suitable adhesive is suppEed by Gallons Ltd. of Kingston, 
Surrey as Adhesive 6~~096 which is mixed 12th catalyst 6SL10 in equal parts 
by volume. The mixture sets by chemical interaction instead of evaporation 
and is thercforc unaffected by its passage through the spray gun. The 
adhesive base is best removed by means of acetone. 

ii.2. izethcd of applying the transition band 

It has already been indicated that the adhesive is applied by spray-ing, 
A suitable spray gun is the Aeropaph &r Brush. This gives a very close 
control of the spray and, if desired, makes the r:mski.ng of the model unncc- 
essary. The model surface should be cleaned with a solvent such as acetone 
or carbon telrachloride. 

The adhesive must bc mixed immediately before use and the roughness 
grains should be applied at once, The best result ~511 bc obtained if the 
'follow up' is so close that the spraying and the applying of grains is 

being carried out simultaneously an inch or so apart. il puffer type of powder 
dispenser, as used by hairdressers, which has a mesh fitted in the nozzle 
is ideal for applying the gr?ins. 

j1hen masking is used,a ridge sometimes forms a.t its cdgcs. This should 
be smoothed off. i'Jormally t:;elve hours should be allowed for the setting of 
the adhesive although in some cases tht 5 r,lodel has been tested only three 
hours after the band was applied. 

k.3. &.nd Structure and Performance 

If the grain size has been chosen correctly and the chord~ise extent 
of the band is adequate it will be unn~~ssary to *saturate the adhesive 
with grains. Indeed, such a band structure ~2-11 probably ensure a large 
roughness drag, and may sometimes fail to produce a clean transition front 
due to filling up th e spaces between the grains and thus reducing the 
effective roughness height. The a&u& coverage (which c,an be regarded as 
the fraction of the band area nccupied by-roughness grains) v~ill. depend on 
the operatcrs eQcrience and ori the grairPe;ias in use; it is not thought to 
be critica except for large grain sizes, though f%&hcr XXX? iS reqJd.X'Cd 

to substantiate this view. 

+&t j-s factory 5Xd ,c3? ;‘Ol?r;~~X~ CC+~‘;d -"la not only on tlhe correct choice 
of grain size, but also on having: an adhesive base -Aizh is of small thick- 
ness corrtpamsil with TOU&UESS height. A thick base in which particles of the 
correct size are buried may vJel1 be ine.'Yective. A subsequent increase in 
particle size mill then lead to undue roughness drag. 
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If too great a ccverege is obtained there is a danger of s build-up 
of grains upon each other. In this cczst? thus bonding between the uppermost 
grains and the adhesive is light, ad serious erosion (or removal of com- 
plate grains) takes place during the first test-run on the model, v;ith a 
consequent change in model forctis (mainly drag) with time, jlith Carborundum 
bands formed in the standard fashion, erosion, if it occurs, is confined 
almost entirely to the first run and the subsequent deterioration of the 
band is very smnll. With some other materials erosion is more troublesome, 
but can be prevented by a very light application of adhesive after the 
grains have beon appli& 

Once erosion has become si.gnifictLnt, or if the rokqhness band is 
damaged in any way, it is better to strip the band from the model and rc- 
place it completely rather than attempt to repair the unsatisfxctory portions. 

Sample roughness bands similar to those employed in the wind-tunnel 
tests reported above have been preT)ared on glass slides and phot.omLcrographed 
(Figs. ii'l ta L90 ). In some cases, which 233 indicate:?, thy' coverage is 
different from that used for the tunnel tests. The carborundum grains are 
shown in two magnifications, and the rapid diminuation of grain size with 
increasing grade number is clearly illustr::ted. The coverage of the 
various bands is indicated; this can only SIC an qproxim2.tt.3 value since only 
a small part of the band is ~1nalyscd, but it; seems that for the roughness 
bands at prcscnt in use it is between 0.45 and 0.35. The distribution of 
the roughness particles is reascncbly even end a@.omeratizns shown in the 
photogrqhs would probably be reduced rfter the first test run, for reasons 
given above. Tine curly lines which exist bctwecn individual grains in some 
of the photographs are due to insufficient adhesive being used in thi: pre- 
paration of the microscope slide by'dry' sprqing so that boundaries of 
adhesive <are formed due to surfrci: tension effects. !?he effz-ct is not 
ty@zal of the bands qqlied to the model, which are similar to those shown 
for the specimen Ballotini photomicrographs (F'igurcs ii8 and 9). The adhesive 
base is even in these cases. 

The actual carborundum grpin sizes vaqy so:s!ePihat in any given picture 
due to the lack of adequate sieving and the irregular shape of the gr%ins. 
There seems however to be predominantly more dust (very s:xLI particles) in 
the finer grades. 

The use of the Ilrssent type of roughness band at elevated tcmporatures 
will be ltipited by the softening point oi' the adhesive. This is about 200°C 
and so the band could be used safely at a stagnation temperature of '150°C. 





Tk3L?3 I : Tj-iAG 'ic.T3lXS (CiBOXma)m) 

(a) Measured values of drag coef-Xcient (C 
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(b) i)L'ag increment due to increase in rouglmt'ss band chord 
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TABLXI: DRAG RIFSULTS (CkR~3T3D~l) (continued) 

(4 Measured values of drag coefficient (s) a-L I:$ = 0.80 

: arborund?: 
Grade No. 
Chordwise 

extent: 
\ 

a\. 

O0 

2O 

3O 

4" 

5O 

6O 

7O 

8' 

Y0 

IO0 

II0 

t 
* 50 150 24-O 320 1 4-00 500 

/ ..-P -._ 

5% 1% 5% 1% 5$ 10% 5p 10% 570 1 o$ 5% IOYb 

. 

o.olO2 0101 0109 0092 0097 0091 0095 0083 O09Ll- 0067 0092 

0.0109 0112 0119 0100 0104 ooyy 0106 0093 O?Or, OOyG 0101 

0.0129 0132 014-o 0117 0123 

t 

0117 0124 0116 0132 0116 oily 
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0.0209 0220 0230 0201 0204 0200 0205 0202 C208 0199 0200 
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0.0997 1003 1020 0998 0996 1002 0997 0997 1031 1007 1025 

I 

%ransi- 
tion 
Ekee: 

0061 

0073 
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Of30 
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09% 



TABIJZI: DMG ??EhWLTS (CARBORUNHJM) (continued) 

(e) Measured value s of drag coefficient 

krborundun 
Grade No. 
Chordwise 
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(g) Drag incrment from No = 0.80, at a = 5' 
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(a) Measured values of drag coefficient (CD,) at a = 0’ 

Pallotini 
Grade No. 
Chordwise 

ILCO - 200 240 - 300 
Transiti..n ___- .._ - 

Free: 
570 I op; Lp' H/O 1% 
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TABLE LA Drag Results (Ba2.lotini) (continued) 

(c) Drag increment frm I<, = 0.80 

/ 
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TAEEZ II : LIFT RZULTS ( cxR3OE~~QE~~I 1 

(a) Measured values of lift coefficient (CL} xt bio = 0.80 
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TABLE II : LIFT RESULTS (Cf&EORUNDW) (continued1 

(b) Measured values of lift coefficient GL at Xti = 1.10 

:trrborundm 
Grs.de No. 
ChorCLvYise 

extent: 
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TABLE II : LIFT R3STJLTS (CARI3OWl!DJl~~) (continuedl 

(c} Measured valum oi" lift cozi‘?icimt (CL) nt Gi = 5’ 
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i 

! 

L 
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(d) Increment of lift coefficient fro~i X0 = 0.80 2-i;~~ = 5" 
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0.051 049 042 049 049 

0.031 O&O o&2 050 050 

0.039 038 032 039 O&G 

4oo 

C, 5;fl 10% 

0 0 

005 004 

01 G 01 G 

015 016 

028 025 

050 047 

051 049 

038 337 

5oo 
Tm.nsi- 

I; i on 
j';-ee 5% 1 ogt, 

j- 

I  

t 
0 0 0 0 0 

006 005 

013 01-I 

020 020 

030 033 

050 060 

053 056 

042 040 

I 

I 

L 

006 005 / 
i 

0.004 

G-11 011 / 0.007 

016 018' O.G:3 

030 030' 0.025 

052 050 0.047 
I 

052 050 0.047 

040 040/ 0.037 
I 

I 
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TABIS III : PITCHING NOlmJT FGXJJ,TS (CAWOXJKDUX) (contirmed) 
measured about quarter mean aer bdynado chord) 

(b) lkasured values of pitching moment coefficient (CG,) at Mb = 1.10 

kcborundum 
Grade No. 
Chordwise 

00 

20 

3” 

4O 

5O 

6” 

7O 

8O 

9O 

I@0 

110 

60 240 

0.0060~ 0053 0049 0055 0053 

027O/ 0268 0265 0266 0263 

O/+08 O&C& 0398 0398 039E 

0545 i 0540 0538 0534 0531 

0690 0685 0685 06C2 067~ 

0814 0812 0809 082t, 98Oi 

O97y/ 0967 I 052 0965 0963 

1156 I ~37 1118 1137 Il3C 
t 

320 400 

0053 0058 0054 0057 

0264 0258 0274 0272 

0335 G432 0408 0408 

0537 0520 0545 0545 

0688 0718 0698 0691 

9829 o-738 0826 0819 

0962 096010982 0973 

1139 1124h163 1149 
I 

128011229 1209 1271 1269 1276 1274~1298 1286 

1376'1357 I 1325 1344 131211342 1338ji356 1348 

145611466 I 1456.1453 1435 1482 1471 
I ~462j1478 I 

All values negative 1 

500 

0058 0058 0060 

0266 0272 0281 

0404 0407 o-401 

0544 0548 0537 

0685 0691 0692 

0820 0824 0818 

0973 0983 0976 

1'146 1161 1145 

1284 1293 1278 

1342 1350 1409 

1487 -1483 1524 

ramsi- 
tion 
Free: 



TABLE III : PITCHING li:O!@Z?T 9IWJLTS ( CP~O~XJDUI:I) \continued~ 
(measured about quarter mean aerodynamx chord 

arborunduln 
Grade No. -.- 
Chordwise 

60 

0.80 0.0280 

0.85 0.0297 

0.90 0.0326 

0.95 0,0366 

1.00 0.0475 

4.05 0.0&6 

1.10 0.0686 

1.15 0.0668 

150 
--- 

5% Ior, 

-- 

0287 0283 

0307 0303 

0342 0325 

0393 0376 

0487 oL.p!$.+ 

0657 0617 

0698 0656 

0676 oGj6 

momcnt (C,) 2.t a = 5’ 

24-o 320 
-.--__*--..-- --_- - -.-_- 

5% 10% 5% I@ 

0279 0272 0270 0270 0239 0239 

0298 0293 0290 0290 0313 0;07 

0321 0320 G320 0314 0333 0332 

0379 L'375 0374 oy31 0368 0339 

0463 O!+,SJ 0461 0478 OL+77 04.66 

oh37 0625 0563 0695 0658 0643 

067y 0674 0690 0718 0695 0688 

0658 0655 0666 0694 0570 0665 

(a) Increment 0.f pitching nxfnent from x0 = 0.80 at CL = 5O 

arborundum 
Frade No. 
Zhordwise 
pxtent: 

G& 

0.80 

0.85 

0.90 

0.95 

1.00 

1.05 

1.10 

1.15 

60 150 

- 

572 1 o$ 5% 10% 

0 0 0 

0.0017 0020 002G 

0.0046 10055 0042 

0.0086 0106 0094 

0.0195 0200 0161 

0.0366 0370 0334 

O.OL,OG 0411 0375 

0.0388 iO389 0373 

! 400 

t 

240 320 500 i ,33.nsi- 
- - I I _ -  _I_--___ 

t  

I- 
If 

i 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0019 0019 0020 0020 

I 

0024 0018 

OO& 0043 

0 oi ui 

0100 0103 0104 01 II 

0181+ 0181 ~0191 0203 

0358 0353/0293 0425 
I 

0400 0402 04-20 0448 

0379 0383 jO394 0424 

0322 033 4 0.0315 

03.56 0394 0.035c: 

oLt63 oip3~ 0.0457 

064-f 06-52, I 0.0641 

0079 0100 

0168 0177 

0369 0354 

0406 0399 

0331 0376 

0074 01031 0.00731 

0136 01~0 

0365 0363 

0.017' 1 

0.035 

0401 04.05 0.0403 

0381 0386 0.0383 
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